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Il Mondo - 2006-02
SturtUp digitali & PMI innovative - Luca Scali 2016-11-04T00:00:00+01:00
In Italia, 8 su 10 imprenditori che iniziano un business falliscono entro i primi 18 mesi. Ovvero l’80% di
crash. Ma che cosa fa fallire un business? Che cosa invece lo rende vincente? Quali sono le differenze tra
chi ha successo e chi no? Un libro pensato per aiutare manager e imprenditori a vincere. Un libro che
raccoglie tecniche, strategie, casi di coloro che abbiano saputo fare la differenza e passare da startup ad
azienda milionaria. Ma come hanno fatto? Quali elementi comuni li caratterizzano? Come diventare il
prossimo imprenditore di successo? Come evitare il fallimento? Quali sono i consigli giusti? Quali le
direzioni? Quali i rischi? Un libro che nasce dalla ventennale esperienza dei due autori proprio per
rispondere a queste domande. Imprenditori loro stessi, hanno inserito la loro conoscenza e competenza in
un volume che intende guidare sia gli aspiranti imprenditori, sia le startup, ma anche le piccole medie
imprese e i grandi business, a non commettere i classici errori che fanno inesorabilmente fallire le aziende.
Strategic Brand Management - Jean-Noël Kapferer 1996-10-24

who are making headway in this difficult arena, such as Marks & Spencer, Sky, Virgin, Toyota, Tesco, O2 to
give an indication of the potential of this route. John Grant creates a ‘Green Matrix’ as a tool for examining
current practice and the practice that the future needs to embrace. This book is intended to assist
marketers, by means of clear and practical guidance, through a complex transition towards meaningful
green marketing. Includes a foreword by Jonathon Porritt.
How is Your MPA Doing? - Robert S. Pomeroy 2004
Guidebook which aims to improve MPA management by providing a framework that links the goals and
objectives of MPAs with indicators that measure management effectiveness. The framework and indicators
were field-tested in 18 sites around the world, and results of these pilots were incorporated into the
guidebook. Published as a result of a 4-year partnership of IUCN's World Commission on Protected AreasMarine, World Wildlife Fund, and the NOAA National Ocean Service International Program Office.
La start-up digitale. Guida pratica step by step. Dall'idea al mercato per il successo: dall'idea
all'exit - Cheryl Rickman 2013-05-30T00:00:00+02:00
1060.239
Sulla crisi dell'attualismo - Giuliano Campioni 1981

Juicing the Orange - Pat Fallon 2006
Drawing from 25 years of successful marketing and acclaimed, award-winning work, the authors show that
bankable, creative ideas come from zeroing in on the one key business problem that must be solved and
then rigorously unearthing insights that will lead to a spectacular solution.
Selezione del personale e valutazione del potenziale nel retail e nella Grande Distribuzione. Esperienze,
strumenti e tecniche - Attilio Rossi 2013-04-24T00:00:00+02:00
1060.236
La vendita in negozio va in scena. Passione, impegno e ingegno: il modello RTP© - Chiara
Scortegagna 2014-01-31T00:00:00+01:00
1060.251
Gestione delle risorse umane - D. Boldizzoni 2006

Content Marketing - Rebecca Lieb 2012
If you have a website, a blog, or even a Facebook or Twitter presence, you are a publisher. Think like one:
build a digital content strategy that embraces words, images and multimedia to systematically enhance
consumer engagement and conversion rates. Lieb guides you through planning what you'll say online, how
and where you'll say it, how often you'll communicate, and how you'll measure your effectiveness. She
offers practical guidance for "listening" to conversations about your brand, products, and services,
responding more effectively, and effectively informing those conversations. You'll learn how to use your
digital content strategy to shape marketing, branding, PR, SEO, customer and media relations, blog
content, social media initiatives, and your website. (bron: www.managementboek.nl).
Domus - 1998

The Green Marketing Manifesto - John Grant 2009-08-11
We are currently eating, sleeping and breathing a new found religion of everything ‘green’. At the very
heart of responsibility is industry and commerce, with everyone now racing to create their ‘environmental’
business strategy. In line with this awareness, there is much discussion about the ‘green marketing
opportunity’ as a means of jumping on this bandwagon. We need to find a sustainable marketing that
actually delivers on green objectives, not green theming. Marketers need to give up the many strategies
and approaches that made sense in pure commercial terms but which are unsustainable. True green
marketing must go beyond the ad models where everything is another excuse to make a brand look good;
we need a green marketing that does good. The Green Marketing Manifesto provides a roadmap on how to
organize green marketing effectively and sustainably. It offers a fresh start for green marketing, one that
provides a practical and ingenious approach. The book offers many examples from companies and brands

Green Marketing Management - Robert Dahlstrom 2011
GREEN MARKETING MANAGEMENT, International Edition helps individuals make informed decisions
about choices that impact the environment. This insightful new book provides a thorough introduction to
the emerging field of green marketing management, including a useful exploration of the integral
relationships among marketing strategy and action, macroeconomic sectors, and the environment. In
addition to providing a detailed look at many green strategies, from environmentally friendly supply chains
to the environmental implications of product creation, the book reviews the evolution of marketing and
devotes considerable attention to the conditions for potential consumers to act in an ecologically
responsible manner.
Managing Brand Equity - David A. Aaker 2009-12-01
The most important assets of any business are intangible: its company name, brands, symbols, and slogans,
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and their underlying associations, perceived quality, name awareness, customer base, and proprietary
resources such as patents, trademarks, and channel relationships. These assets, which comprise brand
equity, are a primary source of competitive advantage and future earnings, contends David Aaker, a
national authority on branding. Yet, research shows that managers cannot identify with confidence their
brand associations, levels of consumer awareness, or degree of customer loyalty. Moreover in the last
decade, managers desperate for short-term financial results have often unwittingly damaged their brands
through price promotions and unwise brand extensions, causing irreversible deterioration of the value of
the brand name. Although several companies, such as Canada Dry and Colgate-Palmolive, have recently
created an equity management position to be guardian of the value of brand names, far too few managers,
Aaker concludes, really understand the concept of brand equity and how it must be implemented. In a
fascinating and insightful examination of the phenomenon of brand equity, Aaker provides a clear and welldefined structure of the relationship between a brand and its symbol and slogan, as well as each of the five
underlying assets, which will clarify for managers exactly how brand equity does contribute value. The
author opens each chapter with a historical analysis of either the success or failure of a particular
company's attempt at building brand equity: the fascinating Ivory soap story; the transformation of Datsun
to Nissan; the decline of Schlitz beer; the making of the Ford Taurus; and others. Finally, citing examples
from many other companies, Aaker shows how to avoid the temptation to place short-term performance
before the health of the brand and, instead, to manage brands strategically by creating, developing, and
exploiting each of the five assets in turn
Il telepressing in banca. Professionalità ed efficacia nella gestione telefonica dei crediti
deteriorati - Roberto Romiti 2014-11-07T00:00:00+01:00
1060.263
Epoca - 1991
Working on web. Giornalisti e comunicatori: come non si inventa una professione - Daniele Chieffi
2013-05-27T00:00:00+02:00
1060.241
Data Strategy - Bernard Marr 2021-10-26
Master the skills and tools needed to leverage data, create a data-driven strategy and gain the competitive
advantage.
Marketing Channels - Lou E. Pelton 1998-01-01
Brand Activism - Christian Sarkar 2021-07-12
What happens when businesses and their customers don't share the same values? Or, for that matter, when
employees of a company don't share the same values as their executives? Welcome to the world of Brand
Activism. Companies no longer have a choice. Brand Activism consists of business efforts to promote,
impede, or direct social, political, economic, and/or environmental reform or stasis with the desire to
promote or impede improvements in society. It is driven by a fundamental concern for the biggest and most
urgent problems facing society. Brand Activism: From Purpose to Action is about how progressive
businesses are taking stands to create a better world.
L'autonomia finanziaria per gli enti locali - Daniele Chieffi 1988
Il marketing della moda. Politiche e strategie di fashion marketing - Antonio Foglio 2007
The Luxury Strategy - Jean-Noël Kapferer 2012-09-03
The Luxury Strategy, written by two world experts on the subject, provides the first rigorous blueprint for
the effective management of luxury brands and companies at the highest level. It rationalizes those
business models that have achieved profitability and unveils the original methods that were used to
transform small family businesses such as Ferrari, Louis Vuitton, Cartier, Chanel, Armani, Gucci, and Ralph
Lauren into profitable global brands. By defining the differences between premium and luxury brands and
products, analysing the nature of true luxury brands and turning established marketing 'rules' upside down,
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it has established itself as the definitive work on the essence of a luxury brand strategy. This fully revised
second edition of The Luxury Strategy explores the diversity of meanings of 'luxury' across different
markets. It also now includes a section on marketing and selling luxury goods online and the impact of
social networks and digital developments, cementing its position as the authority on luxury strategy.
Fare business in India. Una guida per la Piccola e Media Impresa - Stefano Martello
2013-04-04T00:00:00+02:00
1060.238
Il negozio di moda: strategia, valutazione e gestione economico-finanziaria - Silvio Modina 2011
The New Luxury - Gestalten 2019-09-15
21st century luxury is about the interplay between cult streetwear brands and elite fashion houses. Explore
fashion's transformation for a new generation of in-the-know consumers. Highsnobiety, the publication
geared at culturally-connected, style-savvy, forward-thinking young men, is seen as a gatekeeper to the
growing intersection of music, fashion, and style. Their latest book seeks to define "New Luxury," a term
that summarizes how streetwear and sneakers have not only infiltrated the upper tiers of fashion, but
became it. The New Luxury isn't just about what you wear, but also what you know. This book provides the
foundational knowledge of how youth-driven culture and fashion trends start from the ground up.
Digital Marketing - Ira Kaufman 2014-10-17
Digital Marketing: Integrating Strategy and Tactics with Values is an easy-to-understand guidebook that
draws on the latest digital tactics and strategic insights to help organizations generate sustainable growth
through digital integration. It provides a roadmap to adopt a digital mindset, incorporate digital trends
strategically, and integrate the most effective digital tactics and tools with core values to achieve
competitive advantage. Bringing the reader through its five-step Path to Digital Integration (Mindset,
Model, Strategy, Implementation, and Sustainability), Digital Marketing seeks to Outline the key drivers of
change and leading digital marketing trends executives need to understand and incorporate to drive
business opportunity. Evaluate the digital channels and technologies management teams can leverage to
execute a successful Integrated Digital Marketing strategy. This includes insight into the latest digital
tactics (website, social, mobile, search, content, and email marketing; data analytics) and social tools
(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest, and Google Plus). Discover the impact of
digital transformation on the organization, from the effect of digital tactics on the customer experience (CX)
to the value of integrating internal digital strategies to facilitate collaboration and innovation. Guide
aspiring leaders on how to combine core values and business goals with progressive digital strategies,
tactics, and tools to generate sustainable outcomes for all stakeholders. This interactive guidebook provides
a truly Connected Digital Experience (CDE): the Zappar augmented reality mobile app allows the reader to
activate the "Discover More" and "Play Video" icons found throughout the book, instantly connecting the
reader, via their mobile device, to additional content housed on our companion website, Digital Marketing
Resource Center (www.dmresourcecenter.org). "Play Video" icons incorporate point-in-time video
commenting solution Vusay to enable interactive social conversations around each video. Digital Marketing
is the ideal guide for aspiring leaders – executives, instructors, owners, entrepreneurs, managers, students
– at all stages of digital literacy. To request access to the resources in the Digital Marketing Resources
Center, please contact Ira Kaufman at ira@entwinedigital.com.
Kapferer on Luxury - Jean-Noël Kapferer 2015-03-03
This book addresses the No 1 challenge of all major luxury brands today: How can these brands pursue
their growth yet remain luxury? How do you reconcile growth and rarity? Kapferer on Luxury offers a
selection of the most recent and insightful articles and original essays on the luxury growth challenge from
Jean-Noël Kapferer, a world-renowned luxury analyst. Each chapter addresses a specific issue relating to
the luxury growth challenge such as sustaining the 'luxury dream', adapting the internet to luxury demands,
re-widening the gap with premium brands' competition, and the importance of non-delocalization. It also
explores in detail facing the demand of the Chinese clients, rising sustainable quality and experiential
standards, developing real luxury services and managing luxury brands within groups without diluting their
equity and more. As such, Kapferer on Luxury is the perfect and timely resource for luxury executives,
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communication managers, luxury observers and advanced students willing to deepen their understanding of
this major luxury challenge.
Venditori eccellenti con la PNL. Manuale pratico - Fabio Pandiscia 2012
Diventa il venditore che fa la differenza. Quando il talento accresce la competitività dell'impresa Tullio Miscoria 2014-02-18T00:00:00+01:00
1060.255
Il negozio di moda: strategia, valutazione e gestione economico-finanziaria - Silvio Modina
2012-01-10T00:00:00+01:00
1060.218
Fashion Branding 3.0 La multicanalità come approccio strategico per il marketing della moda AA. VV. 2011-04-21T00:00:00+02:00
585.2
Intellectual Capital - Thomas A. Stewart 2010-09-22
Visionary in scope, Intellectual Capital is the first book that shows how to turn the untapped knowledge of
an organization into its greatest competitive weapon. Thomas A. Stewart demonstrates how knowledge--not
natural resources, machinery, or financial capital--has become the most important factor in economic life.
Through practical advice, stories, and case histories, Stewart reveals how organizations and individuals can
create and use the knowledge assets they need. Dazzling in its ability to make conceptual sense of the
economic revolution we are living through, this ingenious book cuts through the vague rhetoric of
"paradigm shifts" to show how the Information Age economy really works. Intellectual Capital should be
read as if the futures of your company and your career depend on it. They do.
Non ci sono più i clienti di una volta. Nuove strategie per nuovi clienti - Shelle Rose Charvet
2014-04-03T00:00:00+02:00
1060.254
Big Bang Disruption - Larry Downes 2014-01-07
It used to take years or even decades for disruptive innovations to dethrone dominant products and
services. But now any business can be devastated virtually overnight by something better and cheaper.
How can executives protect themselves and harness the power of Big Bang Disruption? Just a few years
ago, drivers happily spent more than $200 for a GPS unit. But as smartphones exploded in popularity, free
navigation apps exceeded the performance of stand-alone devices. Eighteen months after the debut of the
navigation apps, leading GPS manufacturers had lost 85 percent of their market value. Consumer
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electronics and computer makers have long struggled in a world of exponential technology improvements
and short product life spans. But until recently, hotels, taxi services, doctors, and energy companies had
little to fear from the information revolution. Those days are gone forever. Software-based products are
replacing physical goods. And every service provider must compete with cloud-based tools that offer
customers a better way to interact. Today, start-ups with minimal experience and no capital can unravel
your strategy before you even begin to grasp what’s happening. Never mind the “innovator’s
dilemma”—this is the innovator’s disaster. And it’s happening in nearly every industry. Worse, Big Bang
Disruptors may not even see you as competition. They don’t share your approach to customer service, and
they’re not sizing up your product line to offer better prices. You may simply be collateral damage in their
efforts to win completely different markets. The good news is that any business can master the strategy of
the start-ups. Larry Downes and Paul Nunes analyze the origins, economics, and anatomy of Big Bang
Disruption. They identify four key stages of the new innovation life cycle, helping you spot potential
disruptors in time. And they offer twelve rules for defending your markets, launching disruptors of your
own, and getting out while there’s still time. Based on extensive research by the Accenture Institute for
High Performance and in-depth interviews with entrepreneurs, investors, and executives from more than
thirty industries, Big Bang Disruption will arm you with strategies and insights to thrive in this brave new
world.
Economia e management delle imprese calzaturiere. Prospettive e strumenti per la competitività
dell'industria marchigiana - AA. VV. 2012-11-23T00:00:00+01:00
1820.251
La Matematica del Fashion Retail - Lorenzo Dornetti 2018-02-16
"Non puoi migliorare quello che non sai misurare". La gestione manageriale di uno store si fonda sul
monitoraggio e lo sviluppo degli indicatori fondamentali. Conoscere la matematica del retail permette di
valutare l'impatto della formazione, del visual e della comunicazione promozionale sulla prestazione del
negozio. Come si misura la prestazione nel fashion retail? Quali azioni introdurre per migliorare
l'andamento numerico? L'obiettivo è rispondere a questi due quesiti, affrontando un tema a volte ostico
come quello dei numeri in un'ottica semplice e immediata, approfondendo gli indicatori che vanno
monitorati e attraverso i quali si può avere la situazione chiara e oggettiva dell'andamento del punto
vendita.
Out of office. Storie di manager che si sono reinventati il futuro - Massimo Del Monte
2013-06-17T00:00:00+02:00
614.14
Và pensiero arte italiana 1984-1996 - Edoardo Di Mauro 1997
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